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Thermafiber Insolutions™ is a five-pronged approach that makes insulation planning, ordering and installing successful and pain-free:
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3. Time-Saving Insulation Hanger Systems
4. Labor-Saving Customization and Packaging
5. The Greenest Commercial Insulation You Can Get
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*Reed Construction Data, July 2008
Commercial and Residential Products

Curtain Wall Products

New! Impasse® Curtain Wall Systems
- Designed for perimeter fire containment systems
- Patented installation technique locks the fire barrier
- Proprietary hangers make installation highly accurate
- Simpler and faster to install than any other system available

Thermafiber FireSpan™ 90 and FireSpan™ 40
- Highly fire and smoke resistant
- Provides 1-, 2- and 3-hour protection in a variety of curtain wall assemblies
- Unfaced felt or foil facing that serves as a vapor retarder

Thermafiber Safing Insulation
- Specifically designed for sound control between floors and walls
- Subjected to more third-party fire, sound and thermal tests than any other mineral wool product
- Thermafiber SAFB has demonstrated an improvement of STC (Sound Transmission Class) ratings by up to 11 points

Exterior Wall Products

Thermafiber FS-15 and FS-25
- Proven superiority over comparable low-melt temperature insulation products
- Better life-safety protection for low-rise commercial buildings
- Excellent thermal resistance reduces heat transmission, saves energy and improves occupant comfort

Thermafiber RainBarrier™ 30 and RainBarrier™ 45
- Specifically designed for rain screen applications
- Drains condensation, driving rain or humidity that enters façade system
- Provides increased thermal insulation and life safety
- Highly UV resistant
- Tested, proven formulation maintains integrity over life of building

Interior Wall and Ceiling Products

SAFB (Sound Attenuation Fire Blankets)
- Specifically designed for sound control between floors and walls
- Subjected to more third-party fire, sound and thermal tests than any other mineral wool product

SoundZero®
- Fabric-faced acoustical blanket for interiors of theaters, sound studios and other areas where noise reduction is important
- Material is a unique blend of textile glass and flame-resistant fibers
- Offers a high R value relative to its thickness and density

Multi-Purpose Products

VersaBoard™ 35, 40, 60, 80
- Designed for various commercial construction applications
- Engineered to control sound and provide energy saving thermal protection
- Available with multiple facings

Proprietary Impasse Insulation Hangers help improve accuracy and reduce installation time.

Time-Saving Insulation Hanger Systems

Impasse®: Saves lives, time and money

If you’ve ever been involved with installing curtain wall insulation or a perimeter fire containment system, you may have thought there must be a better way to do it. We thought the same thing.

New! Patented Impasse Curtain Wall Insulation Systems save money by reducing installation time.

Our engineers took a look at how curtain wall systems are usually installed and realized things needed to be changed.

Instead of using hard-to-handle impaling pins, Impasse uses hangers that are inserted into FireSpan insulation before installing spandrel insulation. This makes positioning faster, more accurate and safe.

And, Impasse makes your curtain wall insulation perform better. It uses a stepwise technique of overlapping components during installation that lock the fire barriers in place. This virtually eliminates the possibility of insulation materials being dislodged by violent air forces produced when fire breaks out.

Go with Thermafiber, and you’ll be ready to hang up the old way of insulating curtain wall systems forever.
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Innovative insulation products and ideas that make it easier to get the job done

Insulation is one of the most important elements of a building. It conserves energy, reduces sound and contains fire. Yet commodity insulation suppliers treat insulation like something to be delivered and forgotten about. Instead of just unloading batts of insulation at the jobsite, we work with you from beginning to end. Thermafiber Insolutions is a five-pronged approach that makes insulation planning, ordering and installing successful and pain-free:

1. All-Phase Consultation
2. High-Performance Products
3. Time-Saving Insulation Hanger Systems
4. Labor-Saving Customization and Packaging
5. The Greenest Commercial Insulation You Can Get
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